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THE QUEST FOR ENERGY SEI F-SUFFICIENCY IN PUERTO RICO



cer for nr ree eset

incentives and financial arrangements

 

AIl the alternatives already developed provide opportunities for

investment in Puerto Rico. We envisage four types of opportunities: (1)

investrent in equipment or systems that will substitute for imported fuels;

This is the revised version of « oaper presented et the Conference on

Energy Pianning for the U.S. Insular Areas, sponsored by the Congressional

esearch Service of the Library of Congress, washington, D.6., May 12-13,

1983,

 

"GPO Box 3682, Sen duan, Puerto Rico 00936.
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(2) manutacture of such equipment for Puerto Rico and the rest of the



Caribbean end Latin America; (3) creation of new businesses dedicated to the

development and supply of alternativ: fuels from renewable sources; and

(4) cevetopment cf @ technology transfer service industry from Puerto Rico

to the Caribbean ond Latin America.

 

CEER studies indicate thot, al7 other prices constant, the increase in

oi] prices from 1973 to 1979 induced en increase of nore than 130% in an es

timated producers price index, excluding industry markups, which irpiies

couble digit inflation even when there 1 no increase ir other prices. This

increase has resulted in an estimated loss of 58,000 jobs and $1,326 million

© proauction to Puerto Rico. This alone shows that teaere! expencitures

for indigenous energy alternatives in the short term would result. in reduced

?uture spendings and reduced arain of func:

Center for Energy and Environnent Research

To carry cut the research and development needed, and to transfer the

technology to the Caribbear and Levin America, there already exists the

Center for Energy and Environnent Sesearch (CER) of the University of

Puerto Rico. Founded in 1987 as the Puerto Rico Nuclear Center (PRNC), and

reorganized 1 2976 as CEER, it fs presently concentrating on research and

development in the fields of alternate energy and the environment.



Last year the Center received the U.S. Department of Energy's Excep-

?one! Public Service Aard for its scientitic research accomplishments. In

presenting the award, Or. Alvin Trivelpiece, Director of DUE's Office of

Energy Research, declared CEER as having becone ?the most important Hise

panic _rese

arch center in the United States," and Puerto Rico as having
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?rapidly developed into an ideal letoratory for Cartbvean_and subtropical

energy research."

Through 1961, federal funds suprlied CEER with substantia? support on

the order of $2 million yearly. ?ince then, federal funding nas been

severely curtailed. In order to corsensate partially for the diminishing

teaeral essistance, the University cf Puerto Rico has increased its budg-

etry contribut

 



jon to CEER, In fiscal year 1983 UPR is providing $1.3

nilTi0n, or abo

 

402 of CEER's total cudget. The rest of the funding cones,

tron corwetitive research grants and contracts awarded by federal anc Toca?

agencies end by private industries.

Tne federe) coverment should vesure its leading role in supearting

basic research ang education in solar relatec areas at universities.

Advances in long term, high risk yer cotentially high payoff areas such as

photovolssies hige on the scientists and engineers whe will devote their

talent tc these riew technologies.

tas

 

yeer CEER was granted a -wonyear Indefinite Quentity Contract

(1QC) by the U.S. Agency for Inter ational Development (AID). This may

serve to facilitate technology transfer activities to the Caribbean region.

CEER has already worked in Panama, Barbados, the Dominican Republic and

other Caribbean Basin countries.



Several of CEER's major alternative energy achievenents discussed here

are now ready for reliable and economic commercial use. CEEP has developed

 

?the ?energy cane and ?energy grasses? concept under a five-year grant from

the U.S. Department of Eneray: it has developed @ new type of solar energy

collector with industry's participation; it has also established ¢ solar

insolation, wind and microseismic datz gathering network; it has designed
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?and constructed a large solar air conditioning system, and is developing an

energy integrated farm on the south coast of Puerto Rico. CEEK hes also

carried out DOE-sponsored OTEC researin in Puerto Rico, with special enpha-

s5 on biofouling and corrosion,

eec tor O11 Supstitution Policy

The decrease in energy consumpt-on en the tercorary reducticn in of?

prices ue to tower world demand are contrituting te the postponerent of



concrete actions to find substitutes for oi? as our prirary energy source in

Puerto Rico. 1

 

has been eggravated by the substantial reduction in

federel »llocation: for solar energy research to CER. If we want to assure

continued develourent and a competitive anc realtny economic clizate, off

substitution shou

 

}¢ be one of our mos: important public ool icy priorities.

Xe snould plan now to move Puerte Rico quickly tourd the attainnent of

© degree of energy self-sufficiency that will significantly diminish our

cependence on foreign oil. & brief review of past and current efforts to

iversify our energy sources should help place the problen in perspective.

The ensuing discussion will take inte account possibie private industry

involverent in such energy sufficiency endeavors.

The biomass alternatives are the most promising of any plan Yeading

tonard energy self-sufficiency for Puerto Rico. Gionass can supply elec



tricity more cheaply than coal or ofl. (See Table 1 end Frgure 3.) In 1981

CER prooosed to revitalize the sugar industry by recowerting it to 3

supplier of high-test molasses and energy. This provosition is besed on

solid scientific information generated by the CER eneray cane and trop

ical grasses research and demonstration project curing the last five
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years. The Fine] cost analysis fer production, including delivery, and

energy bolances indicates that locally produced biomass is unguesticnsoly an

economic end reliable energy resource with multivle benesits when managed

specifically as er energy crop. If 7,000 of the acres now planted in sugar

Cane were gradually converted to enersy cane, Puerto Rico could

(1) Procuce more than 13% of its electricity needs from local

bioness at e cost lower than that of fuel cil;

{2) Completely eliminate the heavy depencence of its rum industry

or ?imports of molasses. Parenthetically, exports of ru

provide one-seventh of tne recurring revenues of Puerto %ico"s

General Funds and

(3) Operes

 



the sugar cane industry at @ profit.

 

As an energy alternative available today,

 

R's bioness program hes been

highly raised by CEER's Senior Scientific Advisory Committee as the "best

 

ness, rogre

 

the Anerices and,

 

ly one of the pest_in the entire

 



world,

 

The U.S. National Academy of Sciences in its 1960 report "Energy in

 

Puerto Rico's Future," concluded that bienass crupping hes probably the

greatest potential anong renewable energy sources. The report further re-

commended that the Puerto Rican governnent seriously consider establishing @

pilot bionass-fired generating plant with a capacity of verhaps 10-20

egematts. Three 20 Mile units now r¢i? in the San svar Steam. Prant could be.

Converted for this purpose. A sister unit of this equioment was sold to the

U.S. Sugar Corporation in Florida and is now being used exclusively for

burning bagasse to generate clectrict

 

CEER is preparing o detailed

proposal to establish a 20 Mie bivrass fired genereting plant in Puerto

Rico. The adoption of biomass wil) els require a favorable agricultural

policy, with a conscious decision to direct suger cone Tend toward pro=

duction of bagasse under the ?energy cane" managenent system. Sclar-dried



5
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?eneray grasses" would be a conplenentary fuel to ensure @ continuous

year-round supply of power. Biomass could also be developed on the island

as feedstocks for our present ané future new chemical industries.

Wher the biorass development prosect was successfully completed lest

Year, UE, Department of Energy funding was terminates. However, biomass

has rot yet deen adoptes for use in Puerto Rico even though it constitutes

the best eveflebie Tocal energy source. The U.S. National Readeny of

Serences study found that giver vigo sus development, bionass coule provide

25 much as 30% of the Isianc's electricity by the year 2000. Estimetes from

CEER anc the Ph. Office of Eneray agree with this (see Tebie 1).

Consequently, financial arrangcrents are urgently needid te imolenent 2 20

"We biomes fired plant before the suger industry in Puerto Rico cotiepses

completely. Other Caribbear islands such as Jamaice, the Dominican Republic

and Barbados are seriously considering this energy alternative. CER is

also conducting experiments with fast-rotation trees, grown in Tend un=

suitable for other purposes, that can be harvested a energy crops. The

species Eucalyptus robusta has produced biomass yields superior to cosmer=

cial sugercane.



Energy Integrated Farm

Jn Juana O'az, Puerto Rico CEER is conducting an imoortant energy

integrated farm project, one of eight such projects in the U.S. This

project includes two 70,000 gallon o:gesters, » bioges-operared electric

generator, greenfeed operation of Napier grass, soi?

corsevet?on, the

Growing of fish end aquatic plants in the effluent lagoons, sn¢ a windmill

for pumping effluent. This one-mil*ion-dollar project 1s furded primarfly
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by the U.S, Department of Energy, with additional support from the Puerto

Rico Office of Energy, the private sector and CER.

 

old Waste

Energy fron unicipal solid waste 1s ancther viable biomass alternative



for Puerto Rico, whether by direct combustion or ty methane generation fron

land 111s, A nunber of such systens are being studied by our unicipali-

ties, including San Juan anc Caguas. in fact, the use of solic weste to

Produce energy tn the San Juan metropeT:tan area has been consicered and

studied for more than twenty veers. It has been deterined that 20 Mie

slectric units are viable right now, provideo poner can be sold et long-

?ange cost and not at marginal cost. At present, efforts to build the First

slant with private funos are being aggressively pursued, and legislative

 

changes have been proposed tc meke it financially possible. The proposed

changes should be carefully aralyze* to ease the adoption of this viable

biomass alternative, which will also solve the waste handling problem of the

setropoliten area and stimulate the interest of private involvenent in

energy alternative developnent in Puerto Rico.

Soler Thermal

The use of solar water heaters, of which approximately 20,000 are in

operation today in Puerto Rico, solar ponds, and solar air conditioning cen

help to some degree in reducing of] imports. A?? are very susceptible to

private investment as shown by severa} solar water heater factories pres

ently in operation on the Island, The use and developnent of these alter-



natives shoulé be encouraged as much as possible. Different studies indi-
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Cate that individuelly each of the abve alternatives would supply at nost

smal] percentage of our energy needs; hence, we should nove toward sore kind

of energy "nia." Also during this year CEER will complete the instellation

of @ larce solar air conditioning project in its Maysquez facilities. The

systen consists of 300 parabolic fiterglass solar collectors desianed by

CER eno manufactured on site using loca) manpower, materials and expertise.

Wher comietec, 1t will provide about 100 tons of cooling to 32,000 sa. ft.

of office and laboratory space.

A solar salt gradient pore to generate process heat at 8 foot proces-

Sing factory 1s veing designed by CEER, This project will be funded by the

Firm concerned end the P.R. Office of Eneray



The relative high capital cost of flat plete solar water heaters

reletive to electric water heaters has precludes thetr faster introduction

 

in the narket. Studies by the Southern Solar Energy Center in Atlante

Indicate thot Fuerzo Rico is Fifth among the states in potential for use of

solar weter hesters, There is 2 new generation of water heating systems

that rely on more sopnisticoted and less expensive materials. Researchers

have developed plastics thet are more resistant to scratching and degrada

tion by the sun's ultraviolet rays and mere tolerant of nigh temperatures.

They weigh Tess end their cost 4s as ruch as 26 percent lower than that of @

Conventional solar collector. CER hes already installed a small solar

plestic shellom pond with an area c° 2 square meters on the roof of @

Private school in Mayaguez. The syster will suoply 135°F wi

 

rt the

?school cofeteria. A similar larger syste is being designed to be installed

at the swirming pool on the Mayaguez Campus of the University of Puerto

Rico. This innovation will make the narket penetration of solar heaters on



the Island more attractive.

a
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There are about 75 locations in Fuerte Rico suitable for wind

   

achines

Of about 2.5 megawatts each. On the other hand, the 200 KK wind turbine

generator (HOD-0) ot Culeora is being decormtssioned by the U.S. Derartrent

of Energy. The UPR Ponce University College is interested in reinstelling

it there for educational purposes.

According to Future Energy RED Corp., @ Puerte Rican manufacturing

firm, they have built and installed 42 Zeus 16 wind mactines on the Island.

They are now in the process of finishing the installation of a 25 fw wind

Fachine in a Sar Sebastién municival building. This product, locally

Gesigned end renufacturec, has deen highly rated and festured among ¢ grou



 

of four cn the cover of Popular Science magazine of July 1962. The Zeus 16

bachine 15 © percent efficient ard has an automatic, centrifugatly cortrol=

led varrable pitch propeller which con be feathered anc withstand winds of

Up te 100 mph. They claim their price is alsost half tnet of U.S. maruface

turers, The Puerto Rican goveriment is giving @ 50 percent tar dees. tion up

10 $3006 for each anstellation

The P.R. Office of Energy estimates that after biorass, wind can make

the greatest o1) substitution in Puerto Rico by the year 2000 (see TabTe 1

 

hative Petroleun

Now that "dey rates" for drilling rigs have sharply declined, immediate

attention should be given to petroleum exploration in Puerto Rico. Geo-

logics! investigations using acoustic reflection methods have derostrated

the existence of interesting geological formations. Very thick ?eyers of

Peat and rich organic sediments are found in all the coastal areas cf Puerto

Rico. The effect of fluctuating sea levels through geological times has
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contributed to the formation of extensive deltaic areas such as im the

estuary of Le Plote River west of San Juan. This area nas sedinentiry rocks

of carbonaceous origin epproxinstely 12,000-feet thick extending from the

northern foothills to e considerabi: distance out te sea. Setsmic re-

flection orofile studies were conductéd in this eres during the plennis

 

9 of

2 nuclear plant by the Puerto Rice Electric Power Authority. various

interesting formations indicating the presence of dark spots in the reflec

Clon srorites (possibility of gas ane Hiauid pheses) were discovered. The

?ost outstanding one had an estimated volure of 225 cubic kilometers. Even

with @ 1° content of eytractable of1, this would be classified as = huge

 

formation (above 16 billion barreds}



Grits at tnis location mould have to penetrate below sea Floor for

cppronmetely 26,000 to 11,000 ft, water gepth where critling rigs or

ariTling ships would be Tocated aoes not exceed 206 feet, which 1s well

within Tomits of present drilTing technology. A positive aril ing program

?in Puertc Rico would result ip the lessening of our dependence cr foreign

of to © sign'ficant degree and would consequently strengthen our energy

position. We should find out now whether there is cormercially exoloitable

off oF gas in Puerto Rico. Federal assrstance would faci*itete undertaking

this task.

oree

Another alternate source which could produce large amounts cf energy

15 ocean thermal energy conversion (OTEC). However, OTES has been vir~

tually discarded for Puerto Rico, in spite of the fact that sone of the best

research has been carried out on the !sland and that we have sone of the

-10-
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world's best sites. CEEk studies on corrosion and biological growth: cn OTEC

Plant corponents were successfully completed ané resulted in the longest

OTE stucy ever conducted at an a:tual site, Puerto Rico's technical

expertise fn this area is nationally recognized. Studies made independently



by PREPA ane CEEF indicate that an MTEC plant woule be, after 0 rucleor

Slant, the most economic alternative for Puerto Rico in the 1990s. (See

vgure 3.)

Newari nas teen favored cver Piarte Rico in obtaining fecere? grants

?or OTEC development veceuse cf its greater politics! influence as 2 state

eno because of substantial Hawaticn gevernment appropriations ?cr its

development, ctr Hawaii an Colif-rnta are wovirg fast te replecc their

energy devendence on of1 in spite of sharp reductions +n federal furs for

tur energy reseerce

?welear Energy

The Puerte Fico Water Resources Authority (PRURA) recognized the need

to diversify its energy sources as ear iy as 1960. With the colleboretion of

the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission anc the Puerto Rico kuciear Center, PRARA

ceveloped, constructed end operated the experimental BONUS nuclear power

reactor in Rincén. Thus, Puerto Rico generated electricity fron » «uclear

reactor before any other Latin Anerican country. the BONUS plant is 2 good

example of an carly high technology project successfully conducted in

partnership between the federal and Commonwealth goverrnents. Ey early 1970

Puerto Rico was ready for the installation of a comercial nuclear poner

plant. A 600 we nuclear unit wes proposed for Aguirre and scheduled for
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operation in Octuber 1976. Unforturately, the project nad to be dis-

continues sone years later oue to uncertointies in the geology of the site.

After on exhaustive stucy of the Is.and, 2 rew site near Arecibo was se-

lected and envirorsental stucies aprvoved by the Federal regulatory agen=

cies. In Decenter 1975 the croject was postoonea incefinstely due to a

conbination of factors, including incveased capital cost and social and po~

Vitical reverberetrons,

At present there are over 200 ucleer reactor power plants operating

satisfactorily throughout the worle. The United S:ates stands at the

crossroads of @ cecision on the nuclecr option. If comercial nuclear power

Js te have a future it must be econorsc, safe and accertable to the cublic.

Sone besic obstacles such as long term radioactive waste disposal. regu-

letory uncertainties, high construction costs, and public misconcept ?ons of

Safety risk assessments ust be surmounted. Steps are being taken at the

Federal level te resolve these uncerteinties; when they are solved, new

nuclear power plants will blossom ag-rn, That would be the right tine for

B.S. manufacturers of nuclear power j ents te develop end construct smaTler

units, such as 200 to 300 de, suitat te for the international rarket, which

45 now controlled by foreign manufacturers. A federal/state/putlic con-

sortium 15 recommended to develop site sma? nuclear poner plants. This

option should not be discarded for pcssible future use in Puerto Rico since



it continues to be the cheapest way to produce electricity (see Figure 1).

Coal

In 1979 studies were started by the Puerto Rico Electric Power Author

?ity (PREPA) to determine the feasibi7 ty of buil¢ing @ 900 MKe coal an¢ of?

-12-
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Fired power plant. Environmental siting stuaies for this project were

conducted by the UPR Genter for Energy and Environment Research (CEFR). In

September 1981 PREPA decided to discard the plant project due to verious

actors, including & downward trend in energy sales and lower forecast of

peak lous

In order to reduce its dependeice on petroleum, PREPA 15 presently

evaluating the conversion of two 45C MWe steam units at Aguirre for dua?

coal and oi] Firing. It has also announced that it has cancelled corstruc=

tion cf adgitionel generating facilities during this decade. CEE? has

Proposed to PREPA an evaluation of burning cosl-water slurries in existing

vil Firee boilers. The main advantace of cos! slurries for Fuerte Rico is

that they can be treated and transtortea as a Tiquid fuel. Boiler and



plant wodificetions represent 2 modest additione) investnent wen compared

to the cost of

 

botlers for solia coz! Environmental impacts are also

 

greetly reduced with coal-water slurries when compared with use of solid

coal. This 15 @ very promising alternative which is already being tested by

sone utilities in the United States

Once a decision to proceed is nade, it would take six to seven years.

before a new large coal boiler unit can be put into operation. Coal-water

slurries can be tested in present FREPR boilers within one year. It is

worth noting that sone cenent plants in Puerto Rico are already switching

from oi1 to coal. We have to do the sane thing for the production of elec

tricity.

?13+
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Technology Transfer: Proposal

AAs we have seen throughout this paver, Puerto Rico hes made significant

acvances in the development of alterna-e, renewable eneray sources. Ke are

ew ready to shore these developrents with our Caribbean Basin and Latin

fnerican reighbors. CER is in an advantageous position to undertake such »

task. In fact, we have already taken some steps in this direction, though

hostly in specific projects and sites rather than in general progrens of

regional scope.

ne eood example of the latter 1: the project "Development of Alter=

netive Energy Science and Engineering in the Caribbean? carried out by CEER

with Joint sponsorship of the Association of Cortbyeen Universities and

Research Institutes (UNICK), the U.S. hational Science Foundation, the Exxon

 

Eeucstione? Founcetion, and the Cariooean Developrent Bank. Two work=

shops--one on wind energy in Barbados and the other on biomass in Puerto

Rico--have been held under this project. A third workshos, on solar eneray,

WATT be hele at the University of Florida in Geinesville early next month,

And e fourth one, on tropical dry forests, is being planned for the Gomi

rican Republic in the fall. More than one hundred persor: who are ective in

vortous science and technology activities in their respective Caribbean



countries «111 bene#it from this projec.

1 am convinced that the tine is right to formilste a broad clan to

institutionalize science and technology transfer activitees so the Ceritbean

and Latin Anerice, Such @ project stovle be a colancrative uncertakine

?involving the academic and scienti? ¢ community, the Corronwee"th and

federal gevernments, donor groups and foundations, and the private sector.

?The institutional setup could be nodeled after the East West Center for

aye
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Cultural and Technical Interchange established in the University of Hawaii

Under the provisions of P.L. 86-872 of May 14, 1960.

The Hawaii center, naturelly, hes a Pacific orientetion and scope. The

proposes Puerto Rico center would fe-ter science and technology activities

and techiico? interchanges primarily within the Cariboeen Basin tut also

wore broadly withir the Western Hemisphere. The UPR Center for Energy and

Enviroment Research has the capability, technical resources and excertise

to form @ basic nucleus for the furnetion of the uroposed science and

technology transfer center. It els has the interest end willingness to

contribute its share in the desion end planning aspects 2s well 2s in the



fmplenentation of actual profects anc prograns.

J earnestly hope that this propesal will elfett sufficient interest in

Washington ane tn Puerte Rico to cormence serious planning to make it a

reality. Wwe et CEER-UPR stand ready to do our part.

Concluding Renerks

Ke expect the energy situation in Puerto Rico to continue without major

changes this year. The reduction ir oil prices will be a relief for our

feconcay. We are looking forward to ?he revision of the Energy Policy Plan

by the Pu

 

to Rico Office of Ereray, to the Report of the Energy Connission

of the Fuerto Rico Legislature, ané to the federa? government's Conprehen

sive Energy Plan for Puerto Rico required by P-L. 96-£87. Meantine, local

industries will continue taking steps to reduce their cnergy D4"s by using

energy nore efficiently. Sone, Vike the cenert plants, ere switching to

cos", while others are building the'r own cogenerating facitities and using

other energy alternatives. A study sy an energy consultant from California

indicates that there are 347 PREPA customers with cogeneration potential.
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A change in federal policy would also be very helpful. At the present

tine, the federal governuent does not spend money on alternate energy

sources which in its judgnent are rea¢y for conmercisl operation. An

implicit assumption of this policy is that the research and developnent has

been completed, and that 211 investors have to do is build @ plant and start

aking money. However, this assumption does not always hold true. There

ere many things ebout new processes which cannot be Teerned at @ desk, ine

Vaboretory or even in e pilot plert using comercial type equisment.

Sonetines substential learning ney continue even with the second ond third

comercial units.

The U.S.

 

notional Acadeny of Sc ences in its stucy "Energy in Puerto

Pico's Future? concludes:

Puerto Rico, in dealing with it own energy problems, should grasp

Mts opportunity to bece ar international? evergy laboratory.

seening on testing scvurson especially aprropriate to the

ovi-dependert tropical and. sub" opieal regions of ?the world. The

slend's geographical position -nd its establishes energy research

anc developrent facilities enhece this potential, which should



be colled to the attention «f agencies and institutions with

investment to make in accelerating developrents overseas,

In this paper we have identitiec alternative enercy sources for Puerto

Rico such as energy cane, energy crasses, solar thermal systems, solid

werte, and fT exploration, a1] of which are comercially vieble and

suitable for private investment, This conference should consider how to

help bring these development potentials to prospective investors. Also, as

 

ready mentioned, there are other energy alternatives thet need further

esearch and development. We have idea! conditions to pursue these for the

wel! being of both Puerto Rico and Caribbean Basin countries. Gut to do it

the federal assistance that has been reduced must be restored.

-16-
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A_general, broeé energy consensus is needed in Puerto Rico so that

Blans ano actions for oi) substitution alternatives on a large scale may be

?implenented as scor as possible, Plans to implenent alternetive eneray



sources should be trenslated into action promptly. If not, ine few years

 

Sur people will suffer from our present inaction, O11 1s vanishing steadily

and continues tc be @ very political]. unstable energy source. Puerto Rico

cannot etford to wait or relax unt=1 tonorrow. Prudence and economics

dictote tnat we move toward energy seit-sufficiency as repidly as pessible.

 

Nay lz,
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TABLE 1

POTENTIAL OF RENEWABLE ENERGIES IN PUERTO RICO

{COMPARISON OF PROE-NAS-CEER STUDIES)

A. Contribution to Electrical Needs in Percent (%) of Total Electrical

Use. Estinates of Puerto Rico Office of Energy (PROE), National

Academy of Sciences (NAS) and CEER Studies



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

  

  

?Source YEAR 1990, YEAR 2000

jercentage of Annual Production

pRoeT was? ceem> | paoi! ans? coer?

- NAST ceERY fate! NAST GEER?

Biomass 17.2 10.4/3.2 13.8 wl 30/9.9 8.8

Wing 8 8/2 SF 12 Lee

Protovoltaics O50 - 37 07.0

orec 00 (0.0 3 69 1.3.6 287

Hvaro. ne 74 1.07.6



 

Solar Water Heater

 

ldentia 8 2.0/1.1

Industeie) water

eater 1 3.9/2.3 77

    

8. Contribution to Non-Electrical in Percent () of Total Electrical

Use. Estimates of Puerto Rico Office of Energy (PROE), National

Academy of Sciences (NAS) and CEER Studies

 

Industrial Heat V7.0 2/L17.9* | 15.08 3.8/2.3 15.7%

Ethanol 31 1.23. 237 | 20.7/13.4 26.5

 

 



   

1, Moximun potential base¢ on Scott & arrenstien (Ref. 12).

2. Optimistic/conservative projections based on high enersy demand growth

assumption. (See Ref. 17

3, See Iriarte (Ref, 10),

includes 2 cogeneration component.

-18-
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FIGURE 1

TOTAL LEVELIZED GENERATION COSTS OF ALTERNATIVES

FOR ELECTRICAL ENERGY PRODUCTION IN PR

 

E

198519901998 2000-2005 2010-2018 2020

YEARS

NOTES. | WIND ENERGY ALTERNATIVE ASSUMES NO STORAGE FOR THIS



COMPARISON,

2 ALL COSTS ESCALATED 5 1/4% PER YEAR, EXCEPT OIL, AT 9%
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